
Course Code Course Name Semester Offered Course Description

CSTSUM0004 2023 CST Greater Philadelphia STEM Center (GPSC) Summer Camp at Temple 
University

Summer 1 2023 This camp is a 4-week day camp that provides activities, experiments, projects, and field experiences for students entering 6th, 7th, or 8th grade in the fall of 2023. &nbsp;Students attend the camp free of 
charge. &nbsp;The GPSC Summer Camp Meets Mondays Through Thursdays from 9:00am to 4:00pm at Temple University&rsquo;s Main Campus. Selected applicants will be invited to attend one of two 
sessions available: Session I - June 19, 2023 through July 13, 2023 Or Session II &ndash; July 17, 2023 through August 10, 2023 (Please Note: The program does not meet July 4, 2023). &nbsp;The theme 
this summer is &ldquo;STEM Makers Camp - Innovating and Developing Prototypes for Our Future&rdquo;. &nbsp;Selected participants will engage in big data, physical science, robotics, 3D printing, laser 
printing, virtual reality, integrated STEM activities and challenges!&nbsp;

PASCEP0215 African American Psychology Fall 2022 This course will focus on the mental health in the African American community. The course will tackle topics and conversations that go unheard in the African American community. The lessons and 
conversations throughout the course will allow the students the opportunity to learn and understand the importance of mental health in our community. With understanding mental health in the African 
American community, we will start at the root and history of traumatic experiences that has minimized the importance of mental health awareness.

OLLI101447 An Overview of Africa: Past and Present (In-person at TUCC) Spring 2023 This course will look at a part of the world that is typically not well understood by Americans. Africa will first be examined as a physical space with distinct environmental issues. Then we 
will shift to enough of a historical focus  to correct many common misconceptions. The course will subsequently concentrate on the issues that beset Africa today. Predominantly: 1) 
environmental (global warming has had a serious impact); 2) political (some countries are plagued by such problems as terrorism, unstable regimes, and competition for power among 
ethnic groups, and 3) economic (Africa is sometimes isolated from major trading flows and tends to be dependent on sales of raw materials). The course will end by identifying positive 
signs of growth and development on the continent.

SNRSCH1230 ANTH 2319 - Anthropology of Food Spring 2023 This class will examine the interrelationship of biological, cultural, and historical influences on what we eat and how we eat it. Topics will link biological, ecological, social and symbolic 
cultural perspectives and examine the dietary implications of foraging, crop domestication, state formation and industrial capitalism. We will look at the sociocultural practices relating to 
the uses of food in marking social differences, maintaining social relationships, and dealing with cultural constructions of health, illness, and the body. Throughout the class we will examine 
the impact of globalization on the transformation of food meanings, practices and availability.

SNRSCH1520 ARTH 2753 - Art and Environment in American Culture Summer 2 2022 Does our present global environmental crisis demand a new way of thinking about art and its history? What role has art played in constructing an image of our environment as natural resource, scientific 
specimen, mythic Eden, arena of struggle, and/or fragile ecosystem? Can art and art history help envision a more sustainable world or are they part of the problem? As a way of addressing such questions, 
this course takes an &quot;ecocritical&quot; perspective on American art from the late 19th century (when the word &quot;ecology&quot; first appeared) to the present. More than any other single 
nation, the United States bears responsibility for the ecological challenges facing our planet, even as its citizens arguably enjoy unparalleled opportunities for creative freedom. By highlighting the 
interconnectedness of human beings with their environment in America, as well as the power of art to re-imagine that relationship, the course provokes students to re-think accepted canons and practices 
in light of other criteria having to do with sustainability, environmental justice, and our ethical responsibility to non-human life. Covering a wide range of artists and media - from the Romantic paintings 
and writings of Thomas Cole and John James Audubon to more recent work by Edward Burtynsky, Subhankar Banerjee, Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Robert Smithson, Helen and Newton Harrison, Eduardo 
Kac, Alexis Rockman, Mark Dion and other contemporary artists active in this country - the course gives students a new and richly diverse opportunity to think about American art. 

IODLCS0066 Assistive Technology and Universal Design for Learning Fall 2022 This course will provide students with an extensive background regarding the various types and uses of assistive and accessible technology and how the principles of Universal Design for Learning apply to 
the inherent flexibility of technology as a pathway toward attainment of educational goals.
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BIPOC Leadership Series Spring 2023 Despite companies best efforts and intentions to hire, retain, and promote a diverse workforce research shows that people from diverse backgrounds are still more likely to leave their organizations due to 
feeling less supported.Created in response to the need for effective professional leadership development training that also centers BIPOC employees experiences unique challenges in the workplace, 
theBIPOC Leadership Series</strong> will prepare high-performing employees for promotion into management and executive roles with our exceptional curriculum. Across three full-day sessions 
participants will hear from leading faculty and subject matter experts affiliated with the Fox School, spend significant time in breakout sessions discussing and learning from each other, and develop a 
support system to boost their careers.

ONCE1227 Career Exploration in Horticulture and Environmental Conservation Summer 2 2022 Discover the wide variety of opportunities that are available in the horticulture and green industries, including landscape architect/designer, greenhouse manager/grower, florist, aquaponics/hydroponics, 
botanical illustrator, and more! We utilize the Ambler Arboretum, greenhouse, and outdoor gardens and trails for our daily activities. Also, explore what environmental conservation is all about! 
Experience nature through hands-on activities. Gain insights into our natural resources and their proper management. Learn about watersheds, water conservation, and storm water practices that can be 
used at home. Have fund with exploring nature, preservation, and becoming&nbsp;a steward of the environment.

OLLI101460 Climate Change - Climate Justice Spring 2023 This course will focus on climate change with an emphasis on how it impacts economically disadvantaged people around the world and in our country. Classes will cover the current status of climate 
change, various phenomena associated with it and selected efforts to combat it at the global, national and local levels. Students will gain an understanding of public and private initiatives to halt climate 
change plus the realities of adapting to it. Suggestions for involvement in combatting climate change will be offered.

HBGCE0144 Community Health Worker Training Program Fall 2022 Are you passionate about health issues and conditions that impact health? Do you want to make a&nbsp;difference in your community? If yes, the Temple University Harrisburg 
CHW&nbsp;Training&nbsp;Program can be&nbsp;right for you! CHW-trained staff are a valuable addition to agencies dedicated to improving individual and community health outcomes. Staff using CHW 
skills are often already connected to the community they plan to serve and may share important cultural bonds such as ethnicity, language, sexual orientation, gender identity, socioeconomic status or 
other life experiences with members. CHW skills may be applied to a variety of job roles such as:</p>    <ul>   <li>Community Health Worker;</li>   <li>Client Navigator;</li>   <li>Promotores de Salud;</li>   
<li>Home-Visitor;</li>   <li>Educator;</li>   <li>Advocate;</li>   <li>Counselor; or</li>   <li>Social worker.</li>  </ul>    <p>&nbsp;</p>    <p><strong>Why TUH CHW?</strong></p>    <p>Our program is 
designed to provide the core competencies needed for work in community-based care. While the actual functions of Community Health Workers may vary by size and type of practice, healthcare specialty, 
or patient needs, all Community Health Workers must possess fundamental competencies to be successful in the role of working with patients towards the overarching goal of increasing appropriate 
utilization of health care services, particularly among under-served populations.&nbsp; Successful completion of this program will equip the participant with the knowledge, skills, and techniques to better 
meet the needs of clients and patients they serve, and prepare them for a variety of jobs in the community health field. Temple University is a Pennsylvania Certification Board (PCB) approved provider of 
this live virtual 90-hour non-credit course.&nbsp; Completing the full 90 hours fulfills the education requirement for the Pennsylvania state Certified Community Health Worker (CCHW) credential!

LCCWP0001 Community Health Workers Fall 2022 Community Health Workers (CHWs) are lay people from the community, who have been trained to function as members of the health care team; they function as a bridge between patients and the health 
care system. CHWs advocate, facilitate and organize access to health and social services for an identified group of patients. They serve as liaisons between high risk, high cost patients and their health care 
providers. They are available to visit patients in their home, and accompany them to clinical appointments.
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Coping with Stress: Promoting Well-Being in Ourselves and Others Fall 2022 One of the key social work values is service to others. Social workers and others in the health professions frequently experience primary and secondary trauma. This course provides an overview of the 
concepts of burnout, compassion fatigue, and secondary trauma. There will be a discussion of the correlation between healthy eating, exercise, sleep, stress, and well-being, including a critical analysis of 
societal structures that make these practices difficult. This course is geared towards providing participants with knowledge to aid them in their personal and professional lives, as well as to share with 
those they work with.



ONCE0506 Developing the Socialization Skills for Students with ASD in the Inclusive Classroom Fall 2022 Today, every school in America has students who have been diagnosed with ASD (Austim Spectrum Disorder)&mdash;a neurological disorder on the autism spectrum. The effects of this disorder vary 
widely, but it is important for every teacher to understand how to recognize behaviors that may indicate ASD.In this course, you take away strategies for working effectively with ASD students. And you will 
find out how to work effectively with parents to create the most positive learning environments for children and teens with this disorder.The course is geared for K-12 teachers, but it is also relevant for 
counselors, faculty in higher education, parents and anyone else interested in understanding this important issue

PASCEP0017 Digital Equity Center: Introduction to Computers Basics Summer 1 2023 The Digital Equity Center strives to leverage existing resources and expertise to distribute computer equipment to the community and help build out technical support&nbsp; to community 
members.&nbsp; The program first prepares members to properly understand how to utilize the equipment.&nbsp;Student will learn the basics and background of personal computers and terminology, 
the many uses for a computer, essential commands and how to navigate in the operating systems and internet security.

EXEC0025-L Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: Building Basic Competency Spring 2023 Diversity, Equity and Inclusion: Building Basic Competencywill help professionals develop skills for working effectively in a diverse setting. It will benefit managers and employees alike, providing education 
on basic concepts around cultural difference, biases and their impact on workplace structures, and how to evaluate and improve the workplace climate. Participants will learn how to think strategically 
about their own workplace challenges and share their insights. The program is designed for professionals who want to improve their effectiveness in a diverse setting and those who have struggled to 
manage teams with diverse backgrounds. The program will be taught by leading subject matter faculty and expert diversity, equity and inclusion consultants. The format will include extensive peer-to-peer 
exchanges.

SNRSCH1190 ENG 3101 - Themes and Genres in Women's Literature Fall 2022 Interested in poetry? gender and sexuality? environmental justice? This course will explore twentieth and twenty-first century feminist ecopoetics: recent womens poetry written at the intersections of 
bioregionalism, industrialization, globalization, and the sacred. Our reading will begin with four Modernist poets whose work articulates an early ecological poetics&mdash;Anne Spencer, H.D., Muriel 
Rukeyser, and Lorine Niedecker&mdash;and will branch out over the semester to include books by living postmodern ecopoets like Camille Dungy, Allison Cobb, and Ofelia Zepeda. We will also read 
Practical Water by the visiting poet and activist Brenda Hillman, who will read her work on campus in March. To aid our reading of primary texts, we will also discuss a limited number of short secondary 
critical readings by ecofeminist philosophers, environmentalists, and activists like Carolyn Merchant, Val Plumwood, Rebecca Solnit, and Mary Mellor. The required writing will include one short paper and 
one longer research-based paper.

SNRSCH3241 ENG 3241- English Romanticism Spring 2023 The British Romantic period was a time of revolution. Most obviously, the American, French, and Haitian Revolutions significantly shifted the lives and beliefs of people around the world. But there were 
also social, economic, and scientific revolutions: the beginning of a global marketplace, the explosion of print culture, the abolitionist movement, the women&rsquo;s movement, the workers&rsquo; 
movement, and a climate crisis. In this course, we will consider how writers in the period understood the role of literature in the face of so much change. We will not be working from an anthology, and 
rather than standard midterms and finals, all course assignments (including presentations and text annotations, in addition to more traditional essays) will be designed to contribute to the class&rsquo;s 
collective learning.

SNRSCH3242 ENG 3241- English Romanticism Spring 2023 Students who declare a major in English beginning in Fall 2017 will be required to take two elective courses in early literature. This course is designated as a pre-1900 literature course The British Romantic 
period was a time of revolution. Most obviously, the American, French, and Haitian Revolutions significantly shifted the lives and beliefs of people around the world. But there were also social, economic, 
and scientific revolutions: the beginning of a global marketplace, the explosion of print culture, the abolitionist movement, the women&rsquo;s movement, the workers&rsquo; movement, and a climate 
crisis. In this course, we will consider how writers in the period understood the role of literature in the face of so much change. We will not be working from an anthology, and rather than standard 
midterms and finals, all course assignments

TYLER0065 Environmental Design Institute Summer 2 2022 The Tyler Environmental Design Institute&nbsp;welcomes 10th, 11th, and 12th grade students to&nbsp;explore careers within landscape architecture and horticulture in this hands-on program that 
incorporates science, design, and sustainability.&nbsp;For summer 2022, our programs will be hosted in person on our Main Campus in Philadelphia, with potential field trips elsewhere in the region to 
complete projects, engage with industry professionals, and enhance student learning.<br aria-hidden="true" />  <br aria-hidden="true" />  In order to ensure the continued safety of all of our students, 
and in accordance with Temple&rsquo;s policies, we require all students to be fully vaccinated against COVID-19, or to obtain a religious or medical exemption from vaccination from Temple University, 
prior to beginning this program.

TUJGEN101 Gender and Social Development (5 weeks) Fall 2022 This course focuses on five aspects of gender and development, with a particular focus on Japan. Weekly online reading assignments introduce background information, reports and important data to help 
participants understand the connections between gender and issues such as poverty and women, sexual and gender minorities, and decision-making and leadership. Issues covered during the course 
include basics reasons for inequality, specific issues which impact differently gendered persons, organizations leading the way in promoting gender equality, changes being made, the obstacles to change, 
and what we can each do to make a difference.

IODLCS0140 Gender in America Spring 2023 Being a man or a woman means feeling like a man or a woman. People display gender by learning the routines and expectations associated with being male or female. How do people learn gender? How 
does living in a gendered society lead to differences in power and opportunities between men and women? How do race, ethnicity and sexuality affect the way gender is experienced for these different 
groups? How does gender acquire such important meaning in terms of identity and behavior? Using a variety of written materials including novels that explore gender identity construction, this course 
looks at how gender has become such a prominent feature of life in America.

ONCE0553 Gender Matters: Gender in the Classroom Fall 2022 Discover why girls waste 30% of their study time, why boys get worse grades than girls, why boys do less homework than girls, and the 5 learning habits girls get in school that hurts them in the workplace. 
Your female students learn differently than your male students. Discover how girls learn. Take away 10 top tips for helping girls learn more, and the 5 tips to help girls succeed more. Then discover how 
boys learn. Take away 10 top tips for helping boys learn more, and the 5 tips to help boys succeed more.&nbsp; Get info about research not available anywhere else.

LAW0001 Global Certificate in Legal Epidemiology Summer 1 2023 This 16-hour non-credit certificate from the nation&rsquo;s leading legal epidemiology institution, the Center for Public Health Law Research at Temple University Beasley School of Law, will kick-start your 
work using law and policy to solve public healths biggest problems; from climate change to the opioid crisis, to the next pandemic.The Global Certificate in Legal Epidemiology provides in-depth, self-
guided instruction in legal epidemiology, also called public health law research. Created and taught by expert staff, this asynchronous program invites participants to explore the field of legal epidemiology 
while learning about the crucial role of law in public health today, in the United States and around the world. Through the successful completion of the course, participants will be able to identify legal 
skills, methods, and tools that can be used to advance public health and to understand and improve the delivery of legal and public health services.
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Health Psychology Fall 2022  Ever wonder why so many of us make choices that we know have adverse consequences for our health? This course will help us answer this question as we dive into the science of the field of Health 
Psychology and identify and discuss the interaction of psychological, biological, behavioral, and social factors in the study of health issues. Course content will review mechanisms and pathways within 
several health topics, including smoking, alcohol/drug use, and pain management, and help us in identifying approaches to increase the health and well-being of those we work with. 
By the end of the workshop, participants will be able to:  

ARB0008 Herbaceous Plant Identification Spring 2023 Learn how to identify many types of cool weather annuals, spring-flowering perennials, bulbs and wildflowers. Many of these plants have attractive foliage and other unique characteristics that provide 
interest when the plants are not in bloom. Explore what types of herbaceous plants might best work in your home garden and landscape. Care and proper culture will be discussed. Plants native to our 
area will be noted.&nbsp;

SNRSCH1172 HIST 0865- The Global Crisis Spring 2023 Are we living in a time of global crisis? This course will provide you with the tools you need to find out. The course focuses on world politics over the past century, up to today. We will examine a number of 
key global problems as they have changed over time. We will adopt an historical approach, which means we will read texts and documents about the past as a way to understand the present. Together we 
will explore debates like: Is America an empire? What is ideology and is it a factor in world politics today? What role do diplomacy, strategy, and military power play in world affairs? How have non-
western peoples and states challenged the power of the West, and with what results? What are the roots of ethnic and religious conflict? And what can we as citizens do to address truly global problems? 
Drawing on examples from 20th century world history, this course introduces you to world politics and the great debates of our time.



SNRSCH1303 HORT 1211 - Woody Plants Fall 2022 The study of native and introduced trees, shrubs, and vines that are the foundation of our natural and designed landscapes with emphasis on identification, culture, association in plant communities, and 
appropriate use.

SNRSCH1368 HORT 1212 - Woody Plants II Spring 2023 Study of native and introduced trees, shrubs, and vines that are the foundation of our natural and designed landscapes with emphasis on identification, culture, association in plant communities, and 
appropriate use. The focus of this course is on conifers and broadleaf evergreens.

OLLI101040 Hot Button Issues in Immigration Law and Policy (Online via Zoom) Summer 1 2023 This course provides an overview of the U.S. immigration system, discussing pathways to legal entry and status, asylum and refugee processing, border issues, child and family separation and immigration 
enforcement. The goal is to provide learners with tools to understand the components of the immigration system, role of various stakeholders and the impact of immigration policy on foreign nationals. 

OLLI3691 Hot Topics in Justice and Law [Online via Zoom] Fall 2022 Explore current policy issues, sometimes from opposing perspectives. Expert speakers include political and community leaders, reporters, professors, and advocates for justice. The schedule will be flexible 
to address current news cycles. Topics may include: current political landscape, including Philadelphia&rsquo;s likely next mayor; analysis of 2023 &ldquo;hot&rdquo; U.S. Supreme Court cases and the 
state of the Court (e.g., affirmative action, clash between religious freedom &amp; gay rights, Court ethics, etc.); Sister Mary Scullion on homelessness; labor movement in PA; democracy in peril; artificial 
intelligence and more possibilities.

IODLCS0133 Human Sexuality Spring 2023 Our sexuality is a core part of being human. We often think about sexuality in terms of the physical and reproductive aspects of sex. But our sexuality is complex and dynamic. We will address this dynamic 
complexity as we explore the physical, psychological, relational, and cultural aspects of sexuality. The goal of this course is to broaden your perspective of human sexuality, and deepen your understanding 
and awareness of your own sexuality and the many influences on this essential part of yourself.

ARB0006 Introduction to Beekeeping Spring 2023 This course will inform potential beekeepers of the joys and responsibilities of successful beekeeping. Honeybees have pests and diseases that will kill them without the beekeepers help. During the first 
weekend, you&rsquo;ll learn about apiary location requirements, how to obtain bees, essential equipment as well as important aspects of honeybee biology. This early start allows you to choose and 
order your beehive and bees at a time when they are readily available. During the second weekend, closer to the time that you will obtain your bees, we will discuss how to start and care for your new bee 
colony. Additional topics include seasonal management, important sources of nectar and pollen, honey production and harvesting. We will practice handling bees using bees located at the Temple 
University Ambler campus. Recommend book: The Beekeeper&rsquo;s Handbook, 5th edition. Please bring a bagged lunch as we will have a working lunch for all class sessions.&nbsp;

IODLCS0125 Introduction to Kinesiology in Public Health Fall 2022 <p>Introduction to Kinesiology in Public Health provides students with foundational knowledge about the discipline of Kinesiology within public health, and how Kinesiology serves society through the 
work of professionals who help people reap the benefits of physical activity to live healthy and fulfilling lives. The main topics of the course include: (a) an overview of the scientific basis of Kinesiology; (b) 
benefits of physical activity - physically, intellectually, socially, emotionally, and spiritually; (c) Kinesiology&#39;s role in public health, particularly in relation to addressing the major public health issue of 
physical inactivity; (d) primary approaches to promoting physical activity at the individual level (provider-to-client/patient) and population level (community-based); and (e) professional practice in 
Kinesiology, including career pathways in the fields of physical activity, health promotion, and fitness/wellness. The aim of the course is to expose students to how practitioners and researchers trained in 
Kinesiology work collaboratively with colleagues from other disciplines to promote the physical activity, health, and well-being of clients.</p>
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PCHA Continuing Education - Understanding the Impact of Stress and How to Achieve 
Self-Preservation

Summer 1 2023 It is imperative that professionals thrive in a trauma-informed workplace. In this 6-hour hybrid course, students will learn the impact of stress on their own physical, mental, and emotional well-being. 
Students will then learn to distinguish between different kinds of burn out, compassion fatigue, and boundary-violations, and they will be equipped with practical strategies for surviving in chaotic and 
traumatic work.

SNRSCH1376 PHIL 0839 - Philosophy of the Human Fall 2022 What is it to be human? To have human experiences and values? What is it like to walk in the shoes of others who may not share our experiences and values? In what ways, if any, do we treat others 
unequally in the social and political spheres, and are these unequal treatments justified? This course examines a range of answers to these questions and more. Potential topics include, but are not limited 
to: different historical and cultural perspectives on being human; issues related to the human self, justice, morality, and the socio-cultural; and the relationships between the human condition and broader 
facets of contemporary life. Traditional historical and contemporary philosophical works, as well as influential literary, empirical, and cinematic pieces, will be used to explore, analyze, and propose 
answers to what it is to be human.&nbsp;
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Political Determinants of Health Fall 2022 This course will use a multidisciplinary approach to explain how policy and politics are important forces that directly impact our social conditions. Oftentimes, we overlook or avoid the conversation about 
U.S. politics and how laws and policies create structural barriers to equity for population groups that lack power and privilege.

UCSUM0059 Pre-College: Designing Public Health Programs and Policies for Your Community Summer 2 2022 Through needs assessments and assets mapping, students will critically evaluate the challenges faced in their own communities, particularly those that have an impact on complex health outcomes. 
Students will learn how to create programs and develop policies that address those challenges by using strategies like writing strong goals and objectives, finding evidence, creating activities, and planning 
for evaluation. The workshop is perfect for students interested in public health, social sciences, social justice, community organizing, health professions, and more. Students will leave the workshop with an 
actionable plan to create community change.

UCSUM0065 Pre-College: Ecology and Biodiversity Summer 2 2022 This workshop is an introduction to the biochemical and biophysical principles of life on earth, and how organisms in an ecosystem interact with each other. What happens to the whole ecosystem when 
the balance is upset, either through evolution or through environmental impact? This workshop is idea for students who are interested in biology, environmental science, climate change, and sustainability 
and want to learn about science-based solutions to local and global environmental challenges.

UCSUM0066 Pre-College: Environmental Justice Summer 2 2022  Environmental justice is a way to understand and address the inequities in environmental conditions (e.g., access to clear air, water, and protection from heat and flooding) among people and 
communities due to racism, ethnicity, and poverty. In this class, we will learn about environmental justice concepts and methods, the history of the environmental justice movement, and community and 
policy responses. We will use the Philadelphia region as an example of disparities, challenges, and solutions.</p>    <p>FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT THE PRE-COLLEGE WEBSITE 

UCSUM0090 Pre-College: Examining Our World through the Lens of Public Health Spring 2023 Gun violence, climate change, opioid use, food access, and other public health issues impact individuals across the lifespan and in the spaces where we live, work, and play. At the end of the workshop, 
you will be able to engage in critical conversations about these topics that are grounded in scientific knowledge, the process of inquiry, and current literature. You will also be able to discuss the impact of 
public health on your daily life and identify opportunities to engage in action across a variety of professions.

UCSUM0037 Pre-College: World Affairs Summer 2 2022 We live in a global age when events beyond our borders--including wars, pandemics, economic booms and busts, and the climate crisis--significantly affect our lives. In this workshop, students will work 
together to understand the most important global challenges of our time and draft policy advise to policymakers about how to best meet these challenges and promote international peace and security, 
economic growth, and environmental sustainability.

UCSUM0054 Pre-College: Youth Activism and Social Justice Summer 2 2022 Plan a simulated social justice coalition focused on key youth activist issues such as anti-racism, climate, and gender and LGBTQ+ equity. You will create groups based on an issue of your choice, and plan 
an event with a group that has chosen a different issue. You will learn from local youth activists, and discuss how scholarly research in liberal arts disciplines such as Sociology, Criminal Justice, and Gender, 
Sexuality and Women&rsquo;s Studies can equip you with the problem-solving skills needed to form successful youth activist coalitions in current U.S. society.

IPS0086 Protective Services Enrichment: Surviving Stress in Protective Services Summer 1 2023 Compassion fatigue, secondary traumatic stress, vicarious trauma, direct trauma, stress, and burnout- protective services caseworkers can experience these at any given time. Work demands can be 
overwhelming and challenging to manage, and caseworkers need to identify how stress can affect their overall well-being and performance. This training will provide an overview of the stress cycle and 
assist learners in developing a personal plan to manage stressors and build resilience. This training will also encourage learners to commit to implementing their strategies



IODLCS0148 Public Health: The Way We Live, Work, and Live Spring 2023 Public Health: The Way We Live, Work and Play is designed to help students think about contemporary health issues from an interdisciplinary perspective. The course includes an introduction to the five 
core areas of public health - biostatistics, epidemiology, environmental health, health services administration, and social and behavioral sciences - and how these areas relate to various health, health care, 
and human service professions. Public health helps inform decisions that shape the behavior of individuals and communities. Students will analyze health issues such as health promotion, disease 
prevention, and health care policy from a variety of perspectives. As part of the course, students will work in small interdisciplinary teams to access and evaluate information about a particular individual 
or population-level health issue, and learn to argue persuasively, both orally and in writing, for interdisciplinary approaches to that health issue. The focus of the course is to engage students&#39; 
curiosity about how the discipline of public health and interdisciplinary approaches apply to issues students may confront in their future professional work.

IODLCS0139 Representing Race Spring 2023 From classical Greeks and Romans, who saw themselves under siege by the "barbarian hordes," to contemporary America and its war on "Islamic extremism," from "The Birth of a Nation" to "Alien 
Nation," Western societies have repeatedly represented some group of people as threats to civilization. This course will examine a wide range of representations of non-Western people and cultures in 
film, literature, scientific and legal writings, popular culture and artistic expression. What is behind this impulse to divide the world into "us" and "them"? How is it bound up with our understanding of race 
and racial difference? And what happens when the "barbarian hordes" talk back?

OLLI101381 Science Documentaries (Online via Zoom) Spring 2023 This nine-week class will show BBC science documentaries. The first 3 weeks will be devoted to the BBC The Measure of All Things series narrated by mathematician Marcus du Sautoy, the second 3 weeks 
to the BBC Science and Islam Series series narrated by physicist Jim Al-Khalili, and the final 3 weeks to three of geologist Iain Stewart’s geology documentaries. Each class will begin with a short instructor 
introduction and end with a class discussion period. Should YouTube availability change, comparable BBC documentaries will be used.
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The Power of Positive Psychology Fall 2022 This seminar explores the rapidly growing and exciting field of positive psychology - the study of what is right with people. Through thought-provoking discussion and a variety of exercises and activities, 
we aim at understanding the power of positive approaches and how these lead toward greater happiness, well-being and career/life satisfaction. We will search for an understanding of happiness and how 
to make it a greater part of our lives inside and outside of work; how to identify individual strengths in ourselves and in others; how to use such strengths toward higher performance and greater 
fulfillment; understanding the value of achieving a state of "flow," as well as other theories, thoughts and approaches that lead toward greater vitality and growth. We will also touch upon the applications 
of positive psychology theory to specific areas within organizations, such as leadership, decision-making, organizational change as well as work in general. Note that this seminar is not a trip to "happy 
camp," but rather an adventure into understanding how humans can truly flourish. Recommended for organizational leaders, team leaders, managers, change agents, teachers or those, regardless of 
occupation or position that want to put greater positivity into their work, life and relationships.
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The Women's Leadership Series (In-Person) Spring 2023 The Women’s Leadership Series moves participants through a logical progression of skill development, with each module as a three-hour session targeting a high-impact theme in business and leadership 
growth. The series is ideal for women who are on the cusp of stepping into the role of director or above and who have been identified as future leaders by their organizations. Participants will leave the 
series with well-honed skills in strong communication, effective negotiation and confident leadership. In addition, the unique opportunity to regularly network with other professionals will help leverage 
participants’ potential for career advancement. If you are seeking unparalleled professional growth, this series is for you.

IODLCS0038 Understanding Urban Communities Fall 2022 This course will introduce students to key issues in urban education, focusing on both formal schooling and informal educational settings. It will use readings from history, sociology, and political science - 
as well as the popular media - to provide students with a deeper understanding of the larger social and political processes that shape cities and their schools. The course will also cover such key issues as 
the achievement gap, funding inequalities, high school dropout, school violence, and various approaches to school reform. A key focus of the course will be identifying strengths and assets within urban 
communities and countering the &quot;deficit&quot; narrative that dominates popular perceptions of urban education. Another key focus will be on identifying promising practices within schools and 
other organizations that serve urban youth. For this reason, students will conduct research on possible policy interventions, study a particular intervention in depth, and write about that intervention. As a 
Writing Intensive course, this class will provide students with significant instruction and support in the following areas: conducting research on social policy interventions, evaluating sources, using 
research to craft an argument, and writing one argument-focused social science research paper and one policy brief. Students will be encouraged to make connections between theory and research on 
urban education and the challenges and opportunities they may face as practitioners.

UCOCPT0008 Branching Up: Vocational Certificate in Urban Greening and Sustainable Land Care Spring 2023 This is the Vocational Certificate for Urban Greening and Sustainable Land Care for students from the Philadelphia Department of Prisons. It is run in conjunction with Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, 
RISE, Get Healthy Philly, and the Defender Association of Philadelphia.

SNRSCH3245 CJ 853- Doing Justice Spring 2023 Justice agencies - the juvenile justice system, police, judges and juries in courts, and prisons - are expected to create justice in response to lawbreakers. These agencies, however, often operate under 
enormous political, cultural, social, organizational and economic pressures. Further, what citizens or local leaders sometimes want from these agencies may create challenges and temptations.  Thus, just 
outcomes are sometimes elusive. Focusing on the period 1925-2025 and largely on Philadelphia data, students will explore conceptual frameworks in the sociology of law, research articles, movies, maps, 
Census data, historical documents and newspaper archives to help understand these outcomes.

TUJSDG101 SDGs: Issues in Sustainable Development Summer 1 2023 The course is for anyone wanting to develop a more critical understanding and awareness of current issues in international and sustainable development. Class participants will investigate core issues 
facing global society and their relationship with other issues. Using interactive methods with a wide array of online readings, class discussions, group work and final presentations, the class will help 
participants learn more about problems, peoples' needs and possible solutions. This course is useful for: 1) those interested in development issues or wanting to volunteer or work in a nonprofit or 
NGO/INGOs; 2) those preparing to study overseas; or 3) those who just want to learn more about what is going on in the world.

PASCEP0106 Wheels to Work: Indego Bikes Spring 2023 Indego and the City of Philadelphia&rsquo;s Office of Transportation, Infrastructure, and Sustainability have teamed up to launch Wheels to Work, a 4-week training course for adult job seekers that 
combines workforce development with learning about Indego and bicycling. Individuals who complete the program will receive a free six-month pass to Indego! Participants will learn tips on building their 
resume, LinkedIn page, and interview skills, while completing assignments related to Indego and bike safety education.


